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are immense stone platforms cut into square seat-
like forms. It is possible that these served as thrones
or that thrones were placed in them, but it is more
probable that they were designed to hold statues or
idols. Also, on the edges of every large stone slab
and block, are seen deeply cut grooves in T-shape
with holes drilled into the stone at the ends of the
cross grooves. In many places, where the stones lie
side by side, these mortised recesses are in line, and it
is at once evident that they were designed to hold
metal keys or staples for binding the blocks to-
gether. Heretofore it has been assumed that the
staples were of copper, but several have been found
among the ruins within the past two years and these
are of solid silver. From their shape and the hammer
marks upon them It Is obvious that they were cast or
forged in squarish or oval section* and, after being
inserted In the grooves., were hammered in until the
metal spread and was thus locked immovably in the
slots.
Unquestionably the removal of these metal keys
caused the collapse of this stupendous structure, and
the fact that the metal used was silver and not copper
accounts for the Spaniards taking the trouble to re-
move them. The inconsiderable amount of copper
that would have been secured, provided the staples
had been of copper, would not have been worth the
time and labor Involved In extracting them, and I
think It safe to assume that all the metal keys used
in this huge structure were of silver. Copper is by
no means abundant in the vicinity, while silver is, and
the latter metal, being much harder and stronger
than copper, would have been better suited for the

